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2014 Estate Argyros Santorini Estate

The 2014 Santorini Estate was partly (20%) aged for 䡣ve months in

used French oak. It is all old vines Assyrtiko. It comes in at 13.5%

alcohol. Beautifully crafted, this graceful Estate white is fresh and

䡣ne, handling its oak with aplomb while showing 䡣ne tension on the

䡣nish. Leaning to the more elegant side of the ledger--as the upper

level goes, this is one of the most elegant in this issue--this shows

less big fruit and less oak impact, but more steel, acidity and

freshness. Finishing with tension and length, plus a bit of salt as it

warms, this is a beautiful Santorini Estate (not to be confused with

the regular Assyrtiko, which has no oak). It doesn't really become

expressive until day three, at which time it shows remarkable grip on

the 䡣nish as it airs and warms. Like so many Santorinis, this has

hidden layers. It may yet improve with some cellaring. I expect it to

handle aging reasonably well, but let's see where we are in a...

- Mark Squires  (August, 2015)
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2015 Estate Argyros Santorini Estate

The 2015 Santorini Estate was partly (20%) fermented and aged for

䡣ve months in used French oak, per the customary formula here.

This is a beautiful estate white. One of the things that is impressive

here is how well it handles its wood. This upper-level Santorini isn't

just about extra power and ash. It adds precision to the regular

Assyrtiko, too, yet it is far more concentrated and lusher. It was

simply brilliant the next day. This lacks the purity of the unoaked

Assyrtiko, to some extent, but the 䡣nish is long, crisp and surprisingly

transparent nonetheless. There is 䡣ne tension on that very tight and

gripping 䡣nish. It's a wine you'll want to keep drinking because that

acidity cuts the oak and makes this lively for its style. By the third day

of tasting, the oak seems mostly gone, sliced and diced by the

structure. I wasn't positive on 䡣rst taste, but this is a wine-of-the-

vintage candidate. There are, to be sure, some strong contenders...

- Mark Squires  (August, 2016)
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2015 Estate Argyros Aidani Estate

The 2015 Aidani (unoaked) seems like a pretty vigorous and

concentrated Aidani in its youth, with tension on the 䡣nish and

intensity of avor, in a controlled way, to be sure. Viscous, fresh and

pure, this is a big winner just now. These aren't the best cellar

candidates, but should be in good form for a few years, too. The

"other white," the junior partner of Assyrtiko, is in pretty 䡣ne form

these days.

- Mark Squires  (April, 2016)
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2015 Estate Argyros Assyrtiko

The 2015 Assyrtiko comes in at 14% alcohol. This adds a layer of

depth and steel to the Atlantis white, also reviewed. On the other

hand, the extra concentration here makes it a little brooding. It lacks

the personality and lively feel of the perky Atlantis. Still, this well-built

white should be a better food match, as it has the stu㧃ng to hold up

to food and the rich feel to caress the palate while it is doing so.

Drink the Atlantis on its own. This can be used that way--but it will

likely do better as a food match. When we get to the third in this

issue's trilogy--the Estate Santorini--the balance changes yet again.

That is de䡣nitely a food wine. Note: This Assyrtiko is the winery's

unoaked Santorini bottling from old vines (as distinguished from the

Estate Santorini--which also says Assyrtiko, is also old vines and also

Santorini; but has "Santorini" in bigger letters and a bit of oak). It is

more than a little confusing on paper, but the bottles look di᪼�erent...

- Mark Squires  (August, 2016)
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2015 Estate Argyros Atlantis

The 2015 Atlantis white is the winery's screw-capped blend, mostly

Assyrtiko, with 5% each of Athiri and Aidani, all unoaked. Argyros has

really done a 䡣ne job of whipping this value wine into shape these

days. Crisp yet fruity, this fresh white has 䡣ne depth for the level and

a precise 䡣nish with rather reasonable tension. It is hard to go wrong

here. The only thing one might wonder is how well it will age. I

suspect, these days, it will do better than expected. Given that it is

the level that is made to drink 䡣rst and young, most may not care.

Let's take it in stages.

- Mark Squires  (August, 2016)
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2012 Estate Argyros Mavrotragano

The 2012 Mavrotragano was aged for 12 months in 500-liter French

oak. It comes in at 14% alcohol. Santorini provides an awesome

number of values in its white wines, but the trend of producing

Mavrotragano has not led to the same good pricing in reds. The

quantities are usually small, for one thing, and the reds are relatively

rare. The wines, happily, have been increasingly impressive and

Argyros is certainly of the best producers. It is easy to see how they

are gaining sophistication and becoming worthy of some bucks.

Sourced from vines averaging 20-30 years of age, this has silky

texture, impeccable balance and a very graceful presentation. Just

like its 2011 predecessor, there is simply a feeling of old school

䡣nesse and re䡣nement here. You taste it and you begin thinking of

some of the world's greats. Finishing with avor and increasing grip,

it does need to pull in some oak and replace it with complexity. It...

- Mark Squires  (August, 2015)
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